GAT ASM abstract submission – additional information
Abstracts will be judged in groups based on the grade of the presenting author. A student or trainee
author must be available to present the work at the meeting if successful.
Abstracts can be submitted in the following categories:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Audit and quality improvement
Case report
Original research
Survey
Medical student poster prize
Environmental poster prize

Abstract Requirements:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The maximum length of an abstract is 2500 characters (including spaces); this count excludes
the abstract title and references.
For all abstracts with the exception of case reports use ONLY these section headings:
Methods / Results / Discussion / Acknowledgements / References
For case reports ONLY use the following section headings: Description / Discussion /
Acknowledgements / References. The title of your abstract should not include the phrase "A
Case Report"
It is not necessary to include a statement about ethical/other approval or consent, since this
information will be automatically added to your abstract through your responses in the
submission form
Include an untitled introductory paragraph
Headings should be in bold font
One paragraph ONLY for each section
Single line space between paragraphs
Only ONE table or figure, in the correct format (see journal guidance for authors)
Table has a caption ABOVE the table; Figure has a caption BELOW the figure
All parametric data should be mean (SD); non-parametric data should be median (IQR
[range])
All numbers that start a sentence are spelled out
Maximum of THREE references only

Terms and conditions of submission:





This work has not been published elsewhere, e.g. as an abstract, letter or full paper in a
journal or website. (This does not preclude presentation at another meeting, so long as the
abstract has not been published). If the work has been accepted by a journal in any form
(including a letter), it must not be published (in print or online) before this abstract is
presented. Please seek advice from the AAGBI if uncertain. If the abstract has been
presented at another meeting, it is not necessary to state this in the abstract, but it must be
stated during oral presentation/included on the poster.
That any commercial interests or conflicts of interest regarding the abstract have been
declared explicitly in the 'Acknowledgements' field
That if the abstract is published in Anaesthesia in the form of a fully referenceable online
supplement, minor changes may be made by the Editor and the copyright will rest with the
AAGBI.

